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24.two
6 brand new plays, written,
rehearsed and revealed in just
24 hours!

Following the unprecedented success of last year’s '24.one', we are proud to announce that this year we will
be presenting an even bigger and better '24.two'. Again, this will not be your average night at the theatre!  

 
'24' is an exciting and unique platform where diverse theatrical artists collaborate to create original work

within this unusual and experimental format.  
 

Six teams of playwrights, actors, directors and technicians will band together to conceive and perform six
one-act plays in only 24 hours. The troupes will be assigned their topics and rules at the launch party, and
24 hours later the plays will be performed. Audiences will be kept on the edges of their seats to see if this

blend of established and emerging artists will be able to make it work. If last year is anything to go by, they'll
be in for a unique treat!

The festival was inspired by Mudlark Theatre's 'One Day', first conceived by students of the University of
Tasmania's School of Visual and Performing Arts in 2004. The students desired a platform for theatre

graduates to create, talk and panic together, and to find an answer to the ultimate theatrical quandary - "But,
can it be done?" 'One Day' has since become a local institution and hallmark of the Tasmanian theatre

industry, and Play.Every.Day is proud to have brought this celebration to Adelaide, first with '24.one' and to
continue it with '24.two'. 

 
'24' is a spectacular celebration of theatre craft, calling together a community of creative individuals to work

their theatrical magic and give audiences the opportunity to experience original work in it's purest form! 

Launch 
Show 
Location 
Tickets

6:30pm, October 12th, 2018 

8pm, October 13th, 2018 

Atelier Theatre, Mount Barker 

Adult: $30, Concession: $20 
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The Actors
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